We investigate the instability of mixed Ekman-Hartmann boundary layers arising in rotating incompressible magnetohydrodynamics ows in a parameter regime relevant to the Earth liquid core. Relying on the small depth of the boundary layer, we perform a local study in a half-space at a given co-latitude Â = =2, and assume a mean dipolar axial magnetic ÿeld with internal sources (the geodynamo). Instabilities are driven, for high enough Reynolds number, by the quadratic term in the momentum equation.
Introduction
The deep interior of our planet, namely its core, is essentially made of liquid iron. The magnetohydrodynamic ow of this metal accounts for the generation of the Earth's magnetic ÿeld through a self-excited dynamo process. It is important in order to address the dynamics of this inductive process to better understand the dynamics of the boundary layer that forms as this metallic shell meets the solid mantle (about 3000 km below our feet). More speciÿcally, this boundary layer is of an Ekman-Hartmann type (i.e., in uenced both by rotation and magnetic ÿeld). We consider such boundary layers arising in rotating incompressible magnetohydrodynamic ows in a parameter regime relevant to the Earth liquid core.
One can try to model the core by a spherical shell ÿlled with a conducting uid of density , kinematic viscosity , conductivity , which rotates rapidly with angular velocity o . We will only consider here phenomena occurring close to the outer bounding sphere. Important parameters are the Ekman number E, the Rossby number , the magnetic Reynolds number R m and the Elsasser number deÿned introducing the magnetic di usivity Á = ( o ) −1 , a typical velocity U , length scale L and magnetic ÿeld B as
Physically, the Ekman number E can be interpreted as the ratio of the typical time scale for rotation (i.e., the day) to the viscous time scale ; the Rossby number corresponds to the ratio of to the typical advection time scale U ; the magnetic Reynolds number R m represents the ratio of the magnetic di usion time scale Á to U ; ÿnally, the Elsasser number is deÿned as the more complicated combination Á = 2 A , where A denotes the typical time scale for Alfven waves. We perform a local study in a half space at a given co-latitude Â = =2. The conducting liquid iron is assumed to be governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations coupled with Maxwell's equations, in which displacement currents are neglected (magnetohydrodynamics approximation). Outside the Earth core, the mantle c is considered as an electrical insulator and the magnetic ÿeld is therefore harmonic.
At the core-mantle boundary 9 , we require the velocity of the uid to vanish and the tangential component of the electric ÿeld and magnetic ÿeld to be continuous. Since we consider perturbations of a mean dipolar magnetic ÿeld B o , we split B into two parts B = B o + R m b, where b denotes the scaled perturbation. Thus, the equations are written as follows:
and in c ,
We consider in what follows the following orderings for E; ; R m ; :
These limits are relevant for the Earth's core, for which we use the following estimates:
This yields nondimensional numbers of (23)) is smaller than a critical value. It is shown that the normal component of the magnetic ÿeld increases the critical Reynolds number for instability and that the nonlinear stability cannot be established everywhere at the Earth's core surface.
Let us ÿrst introduce the method on the pure Ekman case ( = 0):
where
In the interior, away from the boundary
Nonlinear stability will be proven in the following way:
The main idea of the proof lies on a formal asymptotic expansion of the solution
An approximate solution satisÿes:
The next step is to estimate the energy of the di erence
Then, a stability criterium can be deduced
where L Ekman = E 1=2 denotes the size of the Ekman boundary layer. In the general case, one gets
For the Ekman-Hartmann case ( = 0), the hydrodynamics is now coupled to the induction equation. The equation away from the boundary can be again written as
As a result, the Ekman-Hartmann layer is stable if
since then
This expression is illustrated in Fig. 1 (see [2] for detailed analysis). 
Linear instability
We now numerically investigate the linear instability of the layer. We study the dependence of the critical Reynolds number in terms of latitude and the Elsasser number (which measures the relative strength of Lorentz forces and Coriolis forces). We consider the linearized system (where denotes the boundary layer's scale)
and seek travelling wave type solutions (f(z)exp(i (y − ct))). Angles are speciÿed in Fig. 2 . We want to minimize Re i depending on the parameters ; ; Â.
In the case Â = 0 and in the absence of electromagnetic coupling, Lilly [5] showed that the Ekman ow is linearly unstable to two-dimensional disturbances when the Reynolds number Re o = 2=E exceeds the critical value 54.16. Our purpose is to extend Lilly's results to incompressible MHD ows at a given co-latitude Â ∈ [0; =2) for a dipolar static magnetic ÿeld. After validation of the critical values against Lilly's study and Leibovich and Lele [4] , we obtain [3] the variation of the critical Reynolds number Re i for instability with co-latitude (Fig. 3a) . The angle for the travelling wave solution with e Â (namely ) is represented in Fig. 3b . Note the bifurcation in two branches past a critical co-latitude (as observed in the nonmagnetic case by Leibovich and Lele). Fig. 2 . Geometry of the local study. Rotation vector and magnetic ÿeld, respectively, make an angle Â and with the normal to the boundary. Travelling wave solutions are sought for an external velocity U∞. These quantities respectively make an angle and + with the plane ( ; B). The direction at which the instability develops makes an angles with respect to e Â ; this is represented here versus the co-latitude Â. The instability develops in the e direction near the pole. Past a critical co-latitude (decreasing with ) two branches of solutions exist. The instability is aligned with e Â near the equator.
Linear instability from modeled large scale ow over the years
We ÿnally present a ÿrst attempt of interaction with ÿeld maps at the Earth core-mantle boundary (CMB) and core ows derived from the secular variation of the ÿeld. Because the mantle is insulating, the principal ÿeld as measured in observatories can be expanded in spherical harmonics and downward continued to the core surface, i.e., the boundary where we seek instabilities (see [1] ). Consecutive models in time suggest a surface ow is required to account for the ÿeld variations (additional hypothesis are however needed to ensure uniqueness of this reconstructed ow: the ow is assumed to be of large scale and tangentially geostrophic). Such ow is represented in Fig. 5 for the year 1980 (e.g., [6] ).
The model needs to include an additional angle 2 , now that the magnetic ÿeld does not necessarily lie in the meridional plane (the angle 2 is deÿned in Fig. 4) . The maximized growth rate together with the velocity ÿeld are computed.
Again we consider travelling wave type perturbations of the form f(z)exp(i (y − ct)) for the velocity and magnetic ÿeld. Using the divergence free condition yields the existence of current functions˜ ,˜ such that u 2 = −9 z˜ , u 3 = 9 y˜ , b 2 = − 9 z˜ , b 3 = 9 y˜ , where denotes the size of the Ekman-Hartmann boundary layer. Thus,˜ ,˜ , u 1 and b 1 can be rewritten as follows: (t; y; z) = (z)e i (y−ct) ;˜ (t; y; z) = (z)e i (y−ct) ;
u 1 (t; y; z) = (z)e i (y−ct) ; b 1 (t; y; z) = ÿ(z)e i (y−ct) :
The set of di erential equations governing these perturbations can be written as 
The z dependent proÿles U and V are given by
where tan 2 = cos Â cos 2 1 + ( 2 cos 4 1 + cos 2 Â) 1=2 :
These proÿles also depend on o , minimization over o is thus required to get the most unstable conÿguration.
As expected from the results of the previous section, we observe on preliminary computations that the most unstable zone is located in a neighborhood of the equator. The instability also appears to be conÿned to the Paciÿc ocean. The ow U ∞ we used as an input (5) has di erent directions depending on the hemisphere (Paciÿc/Atlantic). A study of the critical Reynolds number for instability (see Section 3) for a ÿxed latitude (here 10 o ) but varying o = + (instead of looking for the minimizing value) reveals the lack of symmetry between eastward and westward ow. Indeed while the Reynolds number for instability corresponding to an imposed ow at o =100 o is less than 50, the corresponding value for o = −100 o exceeds 300 (Fig. 6 ). This explains why the unstable region appears under the Paciÿc Hemisphere, where the ow is eastward (see Fig. 5 ). The precise description of this instability together with its time dependence is postponed to a forthcoming study. 
Conclusion
Rather unexpectedly theory of boundary layer instabilities ÿnd interesting application in the Earth's internal dynamics. The existence of boundary layer instabilities at the top of the Earth liquid core provides a nice connection between this branch of applied mathematics and geophysics. The very small boundary layers (about a meter thick once scaled back to physical dimensions) are usually thought to be of little importance to the Earth's deep interior dynamics; such instabilities could severely alter this picture. Numerical models of geodynamo should take this e ect into account. This disparity of scales (3 × 10 6 m for the largest scale and 1 m for the layer before the instability can develop) clearly highlights the di culty of this problem.
